













Welcome to the Royal Game of Ur                        !!!!

The royal game of Ur was played all across the ancient world            4,500 
years ago and is one of the oldest boardgames we know of The British           .  
Museum s Dr Irving Finkel the Assistant Keeper of Ancient’  .  ,      
Mesopotamian script languages and cultures in the Department of the ,         
Middle East translated a set of rules from approximately years ago ,        2,500  
which is the oldest known set of game rules we have in the world He             !  
is a bit of a hero of mine and I would highly recommend checking out               
some of his videos on YouTube There is one in particular where he     .        
teaches how to play the original version of this game I have made a         .     
few very minor simplifications to this to make it a little easier and             
quicker to play for kids    .

Wikipedia page :
https en wikipedia org wiki Royal Game of Ur:// . . / / _ _ _  
YouTube video :
https www youtube com watch v WZskjLq I vl en GB:// . . / ? = 040 & = -  

What you need        ::::
coins I suggest p pieces for small hands4 ,   1     
counters for each player5    

Aim of the game            ::::
Players try to get all their pieces off the board They do this by moving         .     
them round the track and then off the end First player to get all        .      5 
pieces off the board wins    .
Players move their pieces round the track as follows        :
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Rules::::
Players sit opposite each other ideally with the board between them          .
On your turn you toss the coins this is called your roll Total up how      4 ,     .   
many heads you get this is how many squares you can move a piece   ,          . 
You will get a result between and      0  4.
Players can either move a piece the full amount they rolled or bring a          ,    
new piece onto the board You must use up the whole of your move    .          
and cannot split it between more than one piece        .
If you roll zero you don t get a move this turn   ,  ’      .
If you can t use the number you roll then you miss your turn  ’           .
If you roll a you get to move and then roll again This second roll    4        .    
can be used to move the same or a different piece          .
You cannot end your move on the same square that you already have a             
piece.
If your move ends on the same square as an opponents piece their           ,  
piece is captured and removed from the board Give it back to that       .      
player.
Pieces on the special squares marked with rosettes are safe and cannot            
be captured If one of your pieces ends its move on a rosette you also .              
get another roll This roll can be used to move the same or a different  .             
piece.
When your pieces come to the end of the track you can only take              
them off by rolling the exact amount you need        .
The game ends when one player gets all their pieces off the board            .

For a longer game try using pieces like the original game You can      7     .   
also omit the rule where you get another turn when you roll a             4.

Probabilities::::
Below is a table of the probabilities of each possible roll in the game             :

As you can see you are most likely to roll a with coins followed   ,        2  4 ,  
by a or You can show this by using coins and turning the heads  1  3.            
and tails over to find all the combinations Try and find all of the       .       
combinations yourself as a fun exercise with your young home learner          .

I hope you enjoy playing this as much as I have over the years             ,
Thanks Liam, 

Roll Chances of rolling Percentage chance

0 1/16 6.25%

1 4/16 25%

2 6/16 37.5%

3 4/16 25%

4 1/16 6.25%


